We draw attention to the fact that a Hermitian matrix is always diagonalizable and has real discrete spectrum whereas the Hermitian Schrödinger Hamiltonian: H = p 2 /2µ + V (x), may not be so. For instance when V (x) = x, x 3 , −x 2 , H does not have even one real discrete eigenvalue.
Matrices [1, 2] are beautiful mathematical entities which date back in 18-19th century have a special place in quantum mechanics which started in the beginning of the 20th century.
The latter has borrowed and shared the results from the former but the textbooks do not discuss the subtle differences between the two Hamiltonians [3] [4] [5] . The present article brings out two dissimilarities between the two and utilizes their similarity to make a simple and apt route to discussing the quantum mechanical method of Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) at an introductory level. In LCAO [3, 4] , one calculates the spectrum of molecules by writing their eigenstates as linear combination of atomic states.
Consider the matrix eigenvalue equation [1, 2] : (i) AU n = λ n U n . If A is Hermitian or real symmetric matrix, it always has real eigenvalues and it is always diagonalizable which means that we can always find another square matrix D such that: (ii) D In quantum mechanics eigenvalue equation: Hψ n = E n ψ n was introduced by Schrödinger in the year 1925-26. Here H = p 2 /2µ + V (x) and p = −ih d dx is a differential operator which converts the eigenvalue equation into a second order differential equation
where for discrete eigenvalues one has to impose the Dirichlet Boundary Condition (DBC) that ψ n (±∞) = 0. Since allowed energy values have to be real so here we demand V (x) to be real (Hermitian in a simple way). In text books it is generally proved that real potential along with DBC will have real eigenvalues. However, the fact that only specific profiles of V (x) can possess eigenvalues is ignored.
It is here we emphasize the use of a series of semi-classical ideas that can decide a priori whether V (x) will have any discrete eigenvalue. These semi-classical pointers are:
needs to have a minimum. {2} ForẼ to be an eigenvalue, the equationẼ = V (x) needs to have two real roots x 1 , x 2 called classical turning points.
{4} (see Fig. 1(a) ). Finally, the action integral Ī h −1
has to take one of the values (n+1/2), n = 0, 1, 2, 3... These conditions also are only necessary but not sufficient. Despite meeting these many conditions the Schrödinger equation may allow E =Ẽ ± as an eigenvalue of V (x), makingẼ to be only an approximate eigenvalue. It may be readily checked that V (x) = x 2m+1 , −x 2m (m = 1, 2, ...) cannot have discrete energy bound states but V (x) = x 2m do have them Thus, for real discrete spectrum unlike matrices for Schrödinger Hamiltonians, the condition of Hermiticity [6] may not be sufficient. Another difference between the two is that a matrix possesses only discrete spectrum and it does not have continuous spectrum. However, the Schrödinger's Hamiltonian can have both types of spectra: discrete and continuous. . This linear combination is known as Fourier series [1] :
so f (x) will be well represented by
are orthogonal as:
A n and B n are calculated as
In quantum mechanics suppose a particle is in a potential well V (x). Let its bound state eigenvalues and eigenfunctions be n and φ n (x), respectively; such that Hφ n (x) = n φ n (x).
Now any time the state Ψ(x, t) which is the solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger
can be written as [3] [4] [5] Ψ
provided H is time independent. When time dependence in not required, any state ψ(x) of the particle in V (x) can be written as [3] [4] [5] 
The Eqs. (7) and (8) are known as the expansion theorem of quantum mechanics. Somehow these two statements do not actually glorify the expansion theorem as much as it should be.
On par with the Fourier theorem, we can say that any eigenstate ψ n (x) of a Hamiltonian H can be expanded as a linear combination of the complete orthogonal eigenstates φ n (x) of the Hamiltonian H where Hφ n (x) = n φ n . So in the eigenvalue equation
let us put
Multiplying both sides by φ n (x) and integrating w.r.t x, from −∞ to ∞, we get
using the orthonormality condition that
where 
According to the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra a polynomial with real coefficients has either real or non-real complex conjugate roots. This determinantal equation (13) despite being a real polynomial equation in E will have all N roots as real by virtue of the fact that H is Hermitian matrix. These roots are nothing but approximate eigenvalues E n of (9) and these will become more and more accurate when we increase N . Since in this method we are considering the complete discrete energy eigenstates φ n (x) of the Hamiltonian H assuming that the Hamiltonian H does not have continuous energy (scattering states) spectrum so this method is expected to be accurate for the Hamiltonians H not having scattering states.
In other cases this method would be approximate.
In textbooks, usually an equation identical to (13) appears in a restricted sense namely as the degenerate perturbation theory [3] [4] [5] for more than one dimensions. For instance, the first excited state (n = 2) of hydrogen atom is four fold-degenerate; the quantum numbers l, m have the values (0,0), (1,0), (1,1) and (1,-1). In stark effect, when the hydrogen atom is perturbed by an external electric field H = eEr cos θ; a linear combination of the electronic states of hydrogen atom is taken as χ = C 1 χ 0,0 + C 2 χ 0,1 + C 3 χ 1,1 + C 4 χ 1,−1 as a solution of the total Hamiltonian (H hy + H ). Then the diagonalization of the 4 × 4 yields four eigenvalues 0, 0, +3eEa 0 , −3eEa 0 , consequently half of the four-fold degeneracy is removed [5] . In distinction to this, in this paper, we are professing the calculation of eigenvalues of a one-dimensional Hamiltonian by the matrix-diagonalizaton. Though, at research levels, this is practiced commonly but in textbooks it is presented meagerly only as a degenerate perturbation theory.
Fortunately, in one-dimensional quantum mechanics, we have two complementary systems having complete set of bound eigenstates, these are a particle between two rigid walls at 
For HO: H = p 2 + x 2 (ω = 2), the normalized basic states are [3] [4] [5] Φ n (x) = |n >= (2 n n!
In this paper, we consider two Hamiltonians H = p 2 + V (x) and H = p 2 + V (x), where (Fig. 1(b) ) and V (x) is the same Dirac delta potential well between two rigid walls ( Fig. 1(c) ). It is known that H has one discrete eigenvalue (E 0 = −V 2 0 /4) bound state along with positive energy continuum of scattering states [3] . But H has only discrete energy spectrum of infinitely many bound states [7] . The energy eigenvalues of V (x) are given [6] by tan ka = 2k/V 0 (even parity states), ka = nπ (odd parity states).
When V 0 a = 2, E = 0 is an eigenstate. When V 0 a > 2 the negative energy bound state is found by solving tanh κa = 2κ/V 0 . Here k = √ E and κ = √ −E.
In the IDW basis we have
where η m,n = φ m (0)φ n (0) = 1, if both m and n are odd integers, otherwise it is 0. So the matrix element H m,n for the Hamiltonian of Dirac delta potential between two rigid walls ( Fig. 1(c) ) in IDW basis can be written as
For HO basis by using the creation and annihilation operators [3] [4] [5] , we can write
and
where utilizing the available [8] nonvanishing values of even ordered Hermite polynomials
, if both m and n are even (20) = 0, otherwise.
So the matrix elements for the Dirac delta well (Fig. 1(b) ) can be written as
In order to find the discrete spectrum of H we diagonalize the matrix H N ×N by taking N as 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 and follow first four eigenvalues for four values of V 0 . For all the cases we fix a = 1. See in the Table that E 0 and E 2 show fast convergence as N increases from 10 to 1000. For N = 1000 or much less values these eigenvalues match with the exactly calculated eigenvalues accurately upto two decimal places. This means that for a better accuracy N needs to be increased further. Interestingly, for all the values of V 0 , E 1 and E 3 coincide with exact values π 2 and 4π 2 which are independent of V 0 as the eigenvalues come from the condition ka = nπ.
Contrary to this, for H the diagonalization of H N ×N displays slow convergence of its only eigenvalue (E 0 ) as N is increased from 10 to 1000 up to even two decimal places and increasing N further does not change E 0 significantly. Eventually, the exact value of
is not obtainable. This we attribute to the presence of scattering states over the attractive Dirac Delta potential for the continuum of positive energies. This is the characteristic feature of the matrix as they are insensitive to the scattering states. It is instructive to remark that exact value of E 0 = −(λ − g) 2 /4 has been obtained when a delta potential −λδ(x) was perturbed by a delta barrier gδ(x) using the contribution of scattering states [9] in the second order perturbation theory.
The diagonalization of a N × N matrix gives N eigenvalues even if the potential has just one or a finite number of discrete eigenvalues. In these cases we have to consider the lowest eigenvalues as the correct ones. Interestingly, for H, only the first eigenvalue turns out to be negative for any value of N . Even if a Schrödinger Hamiltonian does not possess discrete spectrum but diagonalization of its corresponding matrix will yield N eigenvalues. Now the question as to how to discard these (so called) eigenvalues is intriguing. We find that either every eigenvalue does not show the convergence as we increase N or all the eigenvalues converge to zero when N is made very large.
Yet another point to ponder is that in a Hermitian matrix the eigenvalues may repeat (degeneracy) or not. However, for the Hermitian Schrödinger Hamiltonian the degeneracy is essentially absent in one-dimension, it may occur in two or three dimensions. This is why, whenever we obtain the eigenvalues of a one dimensional Hamiltonian by the method of matrix diagonalization eigenvalues do not repeat. For higher dimensions, in textbooks the method of diagonalization is presented meagerly only as a degenerate perturbation theory.
In this regard, the example of Stark effect [3] [4] [5] of hydrogen atom is outlined above where E = 0 repeats twice.
To summarize, in this paper we have shown that for real discrete eigenvalues the condition of Hermiticity is sufficient only for a matrix Hamiltonian but it may not be so for a Schrödinger Hamiltonian. We have pointed out that matrices unlike Schrödinger Hamiltoni- 
Non-Hermitian matrix with 2 repeated eigenvalues: Diagonalzable (case)
Non-Hermitian matrix with 2 repeated eigenvalues: Non-diagonalizable(case)
Notice that the third eigenvector would be proportional to U 2 or it could also be a null vector, in any case the diagonaizing matrix D made by such three vectors is singular and 
